
Arden Quiz - Christmas 2016
The rules: 

1. Everyone answers as an individual. 

2. Score 1 point for a correct answer, with an additional 2  points if your answer is unique, ( no-one 
else has the same answer) but  lose 2 points  from your overall score for an incorrect answer. 

3. The Quizmaster is the sole adjudicator of answers and rules

4. Change answer sheets after each round for marking

Do you play safe or go for broke?  Can you guess what the others will say? 

Round 1

1. Name a country beginning with the letter I.

2. Name a breed of Spaniel

3. Can you name a Premier league winning team

4. Name a Beatles Top 40 single hit in the UK with just three words in the title ( EPs accepted )

5. Name a film actress whose surname begins with S

6. Name an ingredient of Beer

7. Name a Shakespeare play that is a Tragedy

8. Name a Prime minister of the UK Since 1945

9. Name a major body of water in the Lake District

10. Name a Sean Connery Bond film

11.  Name a Japanese Car manufacturer

12. Name any Rugby League Superleague team, (ladies don’t need full name)

Round 2

13. Name an oil used in cookery

14. Name a knight of the Round Table (also known as an Arthurian knight)
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15. Name an English County that  borders the North sea

16. Name one of the twelve apostles

17. Name a British national Daily Newspaper

18. Name a Carnivorous British mammal

19. Name one of the Planets

20. Name one of the twenty largest cities in the world

21. Name a famous musician who died in 2016

22. Name a character from the Dandy or Beano comics

23. Remember Paul Simon's  “50 ways to leave your lover” song? name one of them

24. Name a type of Bear found in the wild ( Teddy is not an acceptable answer ! )

Round 3

25. Name one of the Top 10 largest Mediterranean islands 

26. Name  a winner of Strictly Come Dancing

27. Name one of the continents

28. Name a country whose national Flag has a star or stars on it ? 

29. Name a TV puppet show created by Gerry Anderson

30. Name a colour of one of the five olympic rings

31. Name a member of original Monty Python show 

32. Name a book by Charles Dickens

33. Name a British political party with a seat in the House of Commons

34. Name  any “Carry On” film

35.  Name any County that plays first class cricket 

36. Name a US State that ends in A
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